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after ghur (great) the site of the library was
transferred to damascus. later it was
returned to aleppo, then to baghdad in the
12th century. in 1897 the german
occupation of baghdad ended and in 1900
the british took over the city. the library was
given its current name, national library in
baghdad. the whole city was rebuilt on the
plan of the library, which was completed in
1920, and is composed of 5 modern halls.
the library has rooms for 3000 readers and
3000 borrowers. there are also reading
rooms for children and senior citizens. there
are two departments for ancient books,
called naima and al-namûmah. the library
occupies space for 12000 books, 85% of
which are manuscript books. books are kept
in the basement of the library. the library is
also a depository library. nasir al din
mahmud (1861-1921) a renowned historian
of baghdad says in his "history of baghdad"
that the library of baghdad was established
in the beginning of the 12th century with the
help of the caliph al rashid. it was started as
a manuscript section, which was produced
by the scholars who were called scholaires
(arabic: خولاء). it has a collection of books on
the siyasah and fiqh, the prophets, imams,
philosophical, theological, historical, and
juridical books. it also contains books of
sufism, ziyarat, and the copy books of
scholars. it has at least 160 manuscript
sections, and it holds about 80,000
manuscripts and books. it has a library, a
manuscript section, and a collection of
ancient books. mahmud adds: the building
of the library in bagdad was finished in
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1893. at the same time as the construction
of the building, the project of bab al-firdaus
was also carried out.
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the strength of numan derives from its
location, overlooking the plains of

mesopotamia, and its strategic value as a
stopping point on the supply route from

baghdad to the eastern mediterranean. in
addition, numan was where the main

imperial road from baghdad to damascus
crossed the tigris at the town of al-jib and

whose location put it in a strategic position
as a key entry into mesopotamia. other key

points on the route include: jebel sinjar,
key to the control of mesopotamia; tabuk
and diyarbakir, key staging points for the
invasion of eastern anatolia in 1330; the
river valleys of the khabur and tigris; and
mosul and haditha, strategic points on the
mosul-baghdad road, and aleppo, the last

of the great cities of the middle east.
numan is a great city of water. it is located
at the confluence of three major rivers: the
tigris, the euphrates, and the khabur. the

khabur runs north from aleppo until it
empties into the lake assad. the tigris runs
north from where the euphrates meets it to
the northern end of the lake assad, through

nineveh, and into the town of mosul.
tareekh e baghdad in urdu pdf free 124

because of this, and the fact that the iskanj
(hilwe) river meanders near the city,

numan has also been home to a number of
lakes, some of which are still used for

irrigation. the most important of these is
lake assad, formed when the mosul river
flooded and emptied into the tigris. the
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mosul-baghdad road crosses the lake over
a small island in the centre of the lake, but

the remainder of the lake is under the
control of the numan military. tareekh e

baghdad in urdu pdf free 124 numan is also
the home of the syrian communist party,

the various local councils, and the presence
of the kurdish democratic union party

(pyd), a descendant of the pkk/kurdistan
workers' party, which is a separatist group.
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